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Abstract. Time Series Analysis is used to
understand relationship between data which has
been collected over a time period. It is mostly used
to understand past behaviour of something, to plan
future, to evaluate what have been accomplished and
for business forecasting. Time series analysis can
play a critical role in evaluating the financial
analysis. Time series have one variable which is
time. This can be used to forecast the future based
on previous pattern and to understand what other
time series or factor are affecting it or not. Using
Vector Auto Regression model this paper compares
the economic data between 3 countries (India, China
and USA) to study the GDP of these countries and
forecast for year 2016 to year 2025 and to
understand causal relation between 5 variables. It
was concluded that the trade had causal effect on
GDP in case of China and USA whereas India
doesn’t show major causal effect of trade on other
factors like GPCl data was analysed and forecast of
next 5 year was done.
Keywords. Time Series Analysis, Vector Auto
Regression, Economic growth forecast, Granger’s
causality test, Augmented Dickey fuller test

1. Introduction
When data is recorded at some regular time
interval, then it can be understood with the help
of time series analysis [13]. Since some events
can occur again in future or are likely to occur
again based on previous patten. It can be used
to make informed predictions of future values.
Since it is a collection of data at intervals it is
used to forecast the future pattern based on
previous data it can be very helpful in various
places like in sales for better preparations [15]

or to predict economy related factors based on
previous time period [16]. Time series analysis
works by understanding the previous time
period data and forecast future on basis of
previous trends. Time series can also be
multivariate that is when one time series is
having a causal effect on other time series we
need to understand and consider that time series
also. This is known as multivariate time series
where one or more variable can have a causal
effect on other time series.
Time series have following components:
•
•
•
•

Irregular
Seasonal
Cyclical
Trend

Trend depicts the long-term graph of a data. A
trend is nothing but the moment to relatively
higher or lower values over a long period of
time. When there is no Trend in data, and it
shows a similar pattern with equal mean then
time series is said to be stationary. Cyclic is
basically repeating up and down moments
which means we can go over more than a year.
They can range from 2 years to 4 years, and they
are much harder to predict. Seasonality is an
upward or downward swing, but it is quite
different it is a repeating pattern within a fixed
time period. For example, Diwali always
happen around November which can increase
the demand of lights for short period. Irregular
component is harder to predict. Almost every
time series have unpredictable part that makes
it a random variable. It happens for a short
duration and is nonrepeating. Since regression

analysis [17] is used to check or predict the
dependent
variable
through
studying
independent variables, this research paper
focuses on multivariate time series and tries to
demonstrate correlation between different
variables, how they have impact on other. Since
financial data mostly have impact from other
factors also, it was best to choose multiple
variables to understand their impact on
economy growth. This paper studies 5 variables
of economy data of India, China and USA.
These 5 variables are GPC, ANNI, Trade, GPC
growth and GCF. Whether these variables have
causal effect on other variable or not and after
understanding it the forecast for next 5 year
2020-2025 for economy is done. For that
Vector Auto Regression was used which can
work well on multivariate data. The Vector
Auto Regression requires data to be stationary
before forecasting, to make data stationary all
the columns were differentiated twice
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 reviews the research of other people.
Section 3 describes the working of the project.
Section 4 Contains the result obtained and
Section 5 Concludes this research
2. Related Work
In economic analysis, CO 2 Emission and
energy consumption growth of China between
year 1995-2007 researched by Wang, S. and
others (2011)[1]. They examined the causal
relation between these factors. They concluded
that these seems to be cointegrated. There exists
a bidirectional relationship between energy
consumption and the growth of economy.
In studying the quarterly data of financial
development that leads to economic growth.
Jordan Shan[2]
also used Vector Auto Regression on 10
countries and China and concluded that the
financial development indeed leads to
economic growth. In this research the economic
data of 3 countries was used to forecast the
future economic growth rate of these countries.
We can also use simple linear time series model
to forecast and analyse the GDP growth rate and
inflation effect as described by Massimiliano
Marcellino[3]. In their research, they compared
complex time series model which was nonlinear in nature with linear time series model for
Inflation and GDP growth. They concluded that

if linear model is applied carefully it can
perform better. However, in some case the
sophisticated nonlinear [18] can alter the
economic analysis. Since Granger's causality
can be used to understand the relation between
two varying data in timeseries to check whether
they are interrelated or not. Chiou-Wei, S. Z.,
Chen, C.-F., & Zhu, Z. (2008) [4] in their
research studied the relation between the energy
consumption and economic growth they also
considered nonlinear behaviour which could be
caused by structural breaks unlike other
researcher who didn’t considered it. The
reliability of the forecast ranges widely. To
analyse the error in forecasting Stephen K.
McNees[5] compared various forecasters and
concluded that no forecaster can dominate all
the outliers. Since some growth are easier to
forecast where as some are hard to forecast like
during of inflation in 1973-75 and again in
1978-80[21].Since economy of a country can
be affected by various other factors also like
exports, Chen, Shyh-Wei [6]
studied the link between economic growth and
export of Taiwan. They researched on Exportled Growth and the Growth-driven Export.
Using Granger Causality Wolde-Rufael, Y. [7]
highlighted how electricity consumption can
have an effect the economic growth [19]. Their
research concluded that there is a simplex
relation between electricity consumption of the
country and its economic growth [20] in case of
Belarus and Bulgaria. In case of Ukraine
reactive causality was observed and no reactive
causality in some other countries [22]. This
concludes that if some other variable effects the
economic growth of a country then it is not
necessary that the same variable may affect
growth of other country also. Sovereign debt of
a country can have a significant impact on
economy. In analysis of debt and economy
growth Lof, Matthijs, and Tuomas Malinen[8]
analysed if economy is growing then the debt
will be reduced and debt of an economy is not
that much affected by debt if seen in long
period. Pradhan, Rudra Prakash.[9] using VAR
model studied economy growth and financial
improvement in India. Using Causality test they
found existence of duplex causality between
foreign trade, money supply, bank credit and
economic growth. However, they didn’t find
any causality between bank credit and foreign
trade.

3. Methodology

Figure 1. Flow Chart.

3.1 Data Collection
Data
used
was
obtained
from
worldbankgroup.org. World Development
Indicators is the compilation of data on global
development. It is a collection of various factors
of an economy and consist of various world
economy data ranging back up to 50 years. The
database consists of various factors like GDP,
Environment, poverty, trade and many others
from current to previous time period. All the
data was downloaded in csv format from WDI.
The data of 3 countries India, China and USA
3.2 Visualizing the time series.

was split from year 1960 to 2015 for training.
And rest from year 2016 to 2019 for testing and
2020 to 2025 for forecasting.
The dataset contains 1436 rows of various
factor over the span of year 1960-2019, the
rows which were chosen for this research paper
are at location 474(GPC), 23(ANNI),
1343(Trade), 475(GPC growth), 520(GCF).
Null values were replaced with the mean value
of that particular row and year 2020-2025 were
added in each 5 series with null value for
forecasting.

Figure 2. India Economic Trend from 1960-2015.

Figure 3. China Economic Trend from 1960-2015.

Figure 4. USA Economic Trend from 1960-2015.

The time series pattern between India, China
and USA GPC, ANNI, Trade (% of GDP), GPC
growth and GCF can be seen in above Figure 2
,3 and 4 respectively. Trend pattern can be
observed in Figure 2,3,4. After observing this
pattern is it required to check whether other
variables are affecting some other series or not.
For that causality test will be used.
3.3 Granger's causality test
First proposed in 1969, by Sir Clive William
John Granger [10]. This test helps in improving
the prediction where multiple series are present.
With this test it the relationship between the
several components can be understood to get
better forecast. Since economic data is highly
correlated, Granger’s Causality test was
performed on 5 variables (GPC, ANNI, Trade,
GPC growth and GCF) to check causality.
The null hypothesis in this test is previous value
of X(t) column doesn’t causes the Y(t) .Now to
determine whether some other time series is
affecting or not a threshold of level 0.05 was
established. If it is smaller than it then the X
column is causing the Y column. This
interrelation can be seen in Below Table of
Each Country. The bold values highlight the

causal effect they have on other series. In case
of India GCF was impacting GPC growth. Both
GPC growth and GCF had a causal effect on
Trade in case of China and in USA Trade and
GCF were having causal effect.
Table 1. India Granger's causality test.
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Table 2. China Granger's causality test.
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Table 3. USA Granger's causality test.
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Abbreviation
GDP per capita (annual %)– GPC
Adjusted net national income- ANNI
Gross capital formation (annual % growth)-GCF

3.4 Augmented Dickey fuller test
ADF test [11] is used to check whether there is
stationarity in data of a time series. Stationarity
in data refers to the property that the
autocorrelation, mean and variance of a data
will not alter over time. It means plain like
series, where there is no trends and a constant
variance and a constant auto-correlation
structure over time having re-occurring
fluctuations. In any given test we have the null
hypothesis and the alternate hypothesis. The
null hypothesis of ADF test is that the given
time series is already non-stationary in nature
and the alternate hypothesis assumes that the
given time series is stationary. Check if ADF
Statistic < critical value if true the reject the null
hypothesis, else if ADF Statistic > critical value
then null hypothesis cannot be rejected. To
make data stationary all data was differentiated
twice.

Figure 5. India. (ADF Test on India data set shows 4 out of 5 series is non stationary.)

Figure 6. China. (ADF Test on China data set shows 3 out of 5 series is non stationary.)

Figure 7. USA. (ADF Test on India data set shows 3 out of 5 series is non stationary.)

3.5. Vector Auto Regression.
After having stationary columns, data was
prepared for future forecasting. Since data is
multivariate in nature, it is best to forecast it by
using Vector Auto Regression [12] model.
Often abbreviated as VAR with followed by a
certain parameter. This model is used to capture
the inter dependencies between multiple time
series.
𝑦1,𝑡 = 𝑐1 + 𝑎1,1 𝑦1,𝑡−1 + 𝑎1,2 𝑦2,𝑡−1 + 𝑒1,𝑡
(1)

2

67.298448
34053098

113.852352
66772614

154.94460
02631523

3

66.828019
12793263

113.919474
82548045

153.44748
509824294

4

65.816580
16467766

113.340362
45835324

146.86886
210430134

5

65.020730
79282034

112.820577
53968574

76.173958
30686186

6

64.695084
2380082

111.073272
36235871

73.915109
69136394

7

63.569408
06078024

108.496413
03221958

71.500480
7355551

8

53.249772
72295109

102.601927
32899273

64.153311
90891278

𝑦2,𝑡 = 𝑐2 + 𝑎2,1 𝑦1,𝑡−1 + 𝑎2,2 𝑦2,𝑡−1 + 𝑒2,𝑡
In Equation 1, 𝑦1,𝑡 and 𝑦2,𝑡 represents two
different interrelated time series. Where 𝑐1 and
𝑐2 are some coefficients and 𝑡 is the current
time where as 𝑡 − 1 depicts the previous time
period. The model with least AIC [14] is the
best one to use. AIC of different orders of VAR
model was calculated and compared. In Table 4
AIC starts to drop continuously after lag order
1. Since Lag Order 8 has least AIC, it will be
best candidate for model.
Table 4. Comparison of AIC values between data.
Lag
Order
1

AIC(India)

AIC(China)

AIC(USA)

68.096335
94614917

113.804714
54354719

157.11983
60497339

4.Experimental Results
The forecast graph of 3 countries was
generated. But it was modified to make it
stationary that is it was differenced 2 times to
achieve equal mean(stationarity). To bring the
data to original state it is require to reverse the
stationarity process to achieve the originality
in data. Since data was differenced twice it
was required to de-difference it again twice.
The Economic forecast of 3 countries is.

Figure 8. India. (Forecast From 2016 – 2025.)

Figure 9. China. (Forecast From 2016 – 2025.)

Figure 10. USA (Forecast From 2016 – 2025)

5. Conclusion
The economic data of census was compared and
forecasted successfully using Vector Auto
Regression.
Forecast of the GPC, ANNI, Trade, GDP
growth and GCF of India, China and USA. It
was observed that USA had rather more linear
graph as compared to India and China where
fluctuation was observed. In case of India GCF
had causal impact on GPC growth no other
relation was observed through Granger
Causality, in case of China GPC growth had
causal effect on Trade and GCF, Also GCF
affected Trade and GPC growth. For USA
Trade had an impact on GPC and its growth.
This concludes that both China and USA their

economic growth has common factor of Trade
which had causal impact on other variables also
whereas in case of India Trade didn’t have
much impact on other 4 variables.
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